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Lighter weight multicrystalline silicon photovoltaic (PV) modules were investigated by substitution of acrylic thin film for standard glass as a cover
sheet. Acrylic-film PV mini modules were fabricated with the composition determined from stress simulation results and tested for long-term
reliability against thermal changes and humidity. The results revealed that the acrylic-film-cover-sheet PV module satisfied the qualifying standards
of all the reliability tests in both the module appearance after tests and the electrical properties. Moreover, the PV module proved to be durable in
the impact resistance test, even though the cover sheet was thinner. In addition, the electrical properties of the PV module were unaffected in the
potential-induced degradation (PID) test, whereas those of the standard glass module were significantly deteriorated. These results indicated that it
is possible for the lighter weight acrylic-film PV module to be used in the immediate future. © 2014 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

1. Introduction

Photovoltaic (PV) power is one of the most sustainable
energies among the various kinds of growing renewable
energies. Among the various types of PV modules,
crystalline-silicon (c-Si) PV modules held about 80% of the
PV module market in 2009, and are predicted to remain a
major type of PV module until 2030, even though other types
of semiconductor cells have been developed in recent years.1)

As the installation of PV modules has progressed, not only
has the government promoted propagation policy, but also
the PV module market has been growing rapidly and the cost
has been drastically reduced. Meanwhile, longer durability
and higher reliability are demanded for c-Si PV materials.
It has been said that the lifetime of c-Si PV modules should
be 20–30 years or considerably longer. Because of this, the
requirements for construction, testing, and materials have
been standardized by certification authorities. Developed Si
PV modules usually must undergo accelerated aging tests in
order to qualify for International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion (IEC) or Underwriters Laboratories (UL) certification,
which is a prerequisite for selling these modules on the global
market. Most Si PV modules are certified in accordance with
the current IEC standards IEC 61215 and IEC 61730.2–4)

These standards are not intended to be a full guarantee for
the entire lifetime of a module, but serve as reference points
to secure a certain level of quality.

c-Si PV modules usually consist of about 3-mm-thickness
tempered glass as a cover sheet, cells encapsulated by
ethylene–vinyl acetate copolymer [EVA; up to 1mm thick-
ness (mmt)], and a thin back sheet of poly(ethylene tereph-
thalate) (PET)/poly(vinyl fluoride) (PVF) or aluminum (up
to 0.5mmt).5) Therefore, glass occupies 60–70% weight in
all module constituents. This is why there exist some places
that cannot accommodate c-Si PV modules owing to the
weight limitation of the structure. If lighter weight PV
modules were achieved, it would increase the number of
possible PV module installation sites by including places
where they previously could not be installed owing to the

load limitation, e.g., street lights, signals at construction sites,
signboards along highways, and vehicles, and the expansion
of the market for c-Si PV modules is expected.

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) has an excellent
property in the point of greater weather resistance compared
with other polymers.6–8) Therefore, it has been effectively
used as outdoor exposure materials such as signboards,
paints, and other exterior materials. Besides, it also has a
higher transparent property (light transmittance: 92% at
400–700 nm wavelength) than glass,9) thus acrylic materials
have been widely used as optical elements, such as plastic
optical fibers, lenses, and light guide panels. In the PV field
as well, PMMA has a record of being used in exposed
environments, such as the Fresnel lens of concentrated PV
(CPV), owing to its optical properties, light transmittance,
and low dispersion curve.10–13)

Owing to the favorable characteristics of acrylic, it is
considered that acrylic materials are the most suitable exterior
materials for PV to reduce the module weight, resist sunlight,
and incorporate light for cells. In the present study, we
investigated a novel constituent of Si PV modules using
acrylic-film as a cover sheet, and fabricated lighter weight
plastic PV modules, which passed various reliability tests for
PV according to the IEC standard.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Module fabrication
For environmental tests, single-cell and 4-cell (2 strings © 2
columns) PV modules were fabricated by a standard process
of glass cover sheet PV module. 6 in. c-Si cells were used in
each test, Q6LTT-200 (Q-CELLS, 200 µm thickness) in the
thermal cycle (TC)/damp heat (DH) tests, GINTECH156M
(Gintech, 200 µm thickness) in the steel ball dropping test,
and Q6LTT3-180 (Q-CELLS, 180 µm thickness) in the PID
test. 4-cell strings were connected in series by hand soldering.
For fabricating a plastic sheet PV module, a 1.5mmt acrylic-
sheet (Mitsubishi Rayon AcryliteμMR200) was used as both a
cover sheet and a back sheet. For fabricating a plastic film
PV module, a 0.125mmt acrylic-film (Mitsubishi Rayon
ACRYPLENTM HBS) was used as a cover sheet, and a 1.6
mmt glass/epoxy resin sheet, which was formed of com-
pression-molded layered glass cloth sheets impregnated with
epoxy resin, was used as a back sheet. EVA sheets (C. I.
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KASEI CIKcapμ, 0.450mmt, fast-cure) were used as the
encapsulant in all modules. Each PV material was cut into
180 © 180mm2 size pieces in a single cell mini module for
the PID test, 300 © 300mm2 size pieces in a single cell mini
module for the steel ball dropping test, and 400 © 400mm2

size pieces in a 4 cell mini module in the TC/DH tests.
Layered materials were laminated using a vacuum laminator
(NPC). In the case of 4 cell PV modules, the laminated
modules were supported with an aluminum frame, although
the single cell PV modules were inserted into each test
apparatus without the frames.14) The information regarding
the specification of the cell, cell number, and size correspond-
ing to each test is described in Table I. The power generation
of PV modules before and after tests was characterized using
a Spi-Sun Simulator™ (Spire) under standard test condi-
tions simulated at 1000W/m2 irradiance, and 25 °C module
temperature during measurement. Cell cracks were observed
by electroluminescence (EL) analysis using PVX 100 (ITES).

2.2 Stress simulation analysis
Stress applied to a cell, which was caused by the expansion
and shrinkage of PV materials when temperature changed,
was simulated by finite element method (FEM) software
NX I-deas 6.15) The values of stress were estimated as stress
to a cell in a quarter area of a 4 cell mini module using the
density, coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), elasticity,
and Poisson ratio of each material. Each numerical value
obtained using the simulation is provided in Table II.

2.3 Environmental tests for PV
The fabricated modules were used in a 200 cycle thermal
cycling test (TC200, ¹40 to 85 °C), and a 10-cycle humidity
and freezing test (HF10, ¹40 to 85 °C, 85%RH), following
the 50-cycle thermal cycling test (TC50 and HF10), and
1000-h damp heat test (DH1000, 85 °C, 85%RH) in
accordance with IEC61215. Moreover, impact resistance
was tested using a single cell module by the steel ball
dropping test, which was a substitution for the hailstorm test.
In each test, the electrical generation properties were meas-
ured several times for each sample against plural samples
by a solar simulator to judge the qualifying standard, and
damage to cells was observed by EL analysis.

2.4 PID test for the acrylic-film PV
PID stability tests were carried out as follows. Single-cell
acrylic-film PV modules were fabricated as above and glass
cover sheet PV modules were also fabricated as a control. For
preparing the PID test, the aluminum sheet was put on the
sunny side of each module, and connected to a positive pole,
while the interconnections of the cell were connected to the

negative pole. Each specimen was exposed to PID accel-
erated conditions at 85 °C without humidity control and
negatively biased in 1000V for 24 h. The samples were
characterized by the before-and-after electrical performance
ratio obtained using a solar simulator and observation of the
cell condition by EL analysis.

2.5 Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry
analysis for the acrylic-film PV after PID test
Positive ion time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry
(ToF-SIMS) spectra were obtained using an Ion-Tof IV with
a pulsed Bi primary ion beam scanning over the sample
surface after the PID test.16) The primary ion beam was
accelerated at 25 kV and the irradiation current was 0.1 pA.
The raster area was 200 © 200 µm2. Secondary positive ions
were detected with 98 s (60 scans). Each type of module was
tested, and the intensity was indicated as the average total
count of collected secondary positive ions in three areas of
the same sample.

3. Results

3.1 Simulation of stress value applied to a cell
In designing the plastic PV modules using acrylic, stress
applied to a cell was simulated from the various values in
each layer of PV materials. Stress values applied to a cell
were calculated by FEM when a quarter area of the 4 cell
mini PV module had been exposed to temperature changes
from 25 to 85 °C (Fig. 1). As a result, however, the maximum
stress value applied to a cell in a standard glass module was
only 48MPa [Fig. 1(a)], and that in a 1.5mmt acrylic-sheet
PV module was 299MPa [Fig. 1(c)]. In fact, an acrylic-sheet
PV module, consisting of 1.5mmt acrylic-sheets as both a
cover sheet and a back sheet, was fabricated and the TC50
test was carried out. In the results, distortion of interconnec-
tions and breaking of cells and interconnections were clearly
observed even at the initial stage of the TC50 test (Fig. 2). To
that end, it was revealed that the value of the stress applied to
a cell with changes in temperature was reduced by decreasing
the thickness of the acryl cover sheet. With decreasing the
thickness of the cover sheet, a rigid material was needed for
the back sheet to maintain the rigidity of the module as a
whole. As a consequence, one combination of materials
in existence was determined using a 0.125mmt acrylic-film
as a cover sheet and a 1.6mmt glass/epoxy resin sheet as a
back sheet [Fig. 1(b)]. It showed 69MPa of maximum stress
value applied to a cell, which was a similar value to that of
the standard glass PV module. In the result of simulation
analysis, it was determined that the novel constituent of the

Table I. Si-cell model numbers and constitutions in each test.

Test
Si-cell

model number
Number
of cells

Module size
(mm2)

Supported
frame

Thermal and humidity
Q6LTT-200
(200 µmt)

4 400 © 400 Al

Steel ball dropping
GINTECH156M
(200 µmt)

1 300 © 300 —

PID
Q6LTT3-180
(180 µmt)

1 180 © 180 —

Table II. Numerical values of each material used in calculation of the
stress simulation.

Material
Elastic modulus

(GPa)
Poisson
ratio

CTE
(K¹1)

Density
(g/cm3)

PMMA 3.0 0.35 7.0 © 10¹5 1.19

EVA 0.05 0.40 1.8 © 10¹4 0.94

Si cell 130 0.27 4.2 © 10¹6 2.33

Glass 70 0.20 9.0 © 10¹6 2.50

Acrylic-film 1.4 0.35 1.2 © 10¹4 1.19

Glass/epoxy resin 2.2 0.30 1.4 © 10¹5 1.80

These values are not guaranteed.
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plastic PV module consisted of a 0.125mmt acrylic-film as a
cover sheet, and a 1.6mmt glass-epoxy sheet as a back sheet.

3.2 Fabrication and reliability tests of acrylic-film cover
sheet PV module
For simulation analysis, 6 in. c-Si cells were wired in series as

2 strings © 2 columns, and the 4 cell mini modules, which
consisted of acrylic-film (0.125mmt) as a cover sheet, EVA
(0.45mmt © 2) as an encapsulant, and glass/epoxy sheet
(1.6mmt) as a back sheet, were fabricated using a vacuum
laminator in the same process as the standard glass cover
sheet module (Fig. 3). The fabricated PV module showed
almost the same electrical properties as the standard glass
PV module. A significant weight saving was achieved, the
weight of the acrylic-film PV module was 46% lighter than
that of the standard glass cover sheet module.

Laminated 4 cell film PV modules were tested using
TC50/HF10, TC 200, and DH1000 which were based on PV
safety qualification IEC61215. Table III shows the results of
before-and-after electrical performance ratio and its error in
each test. After all the reliability tests described above, each
of the tested modules showed almost no change in terms of
appearance and kept up within 5% down of average maxi-
mum power output of the values before testing (Table III).
Not only maximum power (Pmax), but also other factors

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. (Color) Simulation data of the stress applied to a cell in 4 cell mini PV modules as temperature rises from 25 to 85 °C using NX I-deas software. The
simulation was carried out at quarter area of each 4 cell mini PV module containing 1 cell. (a) Stress mapping and diagram of the standard glass PV module and
its composition (cover glass: 3.2mmt, encapsulant: 0.9mmt, back sheet: 0.3mmt). (b) Stress mapping and diagram of the acrylic-film PV module and its
composition (cover sheet: 0.125mmt acrylic-film, encapsulant: 0.9mmt, back sheet: 1.6mmt glass/epoxy resin sheet). (c) Stress mapping and diagram of the
acrylic-sheet module and its composition (cover sheet: 1.5mmt acrylic-sheet, encapsulant: 0.9mmt, back sheet: 1.5mmt acrylic-sheet). Black squares indicate
the cover sheet, white squares indicate the encapsulant, and gray squares indicate the back sheet. Diagonal lines indicate a cell.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (Color) Appearance of plastic PV module using 1.5mmt acrylic-
sheet as both a cover sheet and a back sheet after TC50 test. (a) Distortion of
the interconnections. (b) Breaking cells and interconnections.

Fig. 3. (Color) Image of 4 cell mini PV module using 0.125mmt acrylic-
film as a cover sheet and 1.6mmt glass/epoxy resin sheet as a back sheet.
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concerning electrical properties were also maintained through
all the reliability tests. Moreover, no damage to the cells and
interconnections by thermal stress was observed by EL
analysis (data not shown).

In the next place, the impact resistance of the acrylic-film
PV module was examined by the steel ball dropping test,
which was a substitution for the hailstorm test in the IEC
standard. A steel ball (227 g, 38mm diameter) was dropped
from 1m height to the center of a 300mm square single cell
PV module. As a result, both modules, the acrylic-film PV
module and the standard glass PV module, were not changed
in appearance, with no cracks or indents at the dropped point
on visual observation. In terms of electrical properties, the
maximum power output of the acrylic-film PV module was
97.3% of that before testing (2.7% Pmax decrease), while the
maximum power output of the standard glass cover sheet
PV module was 94.8% of that before testing (5.2% Pmax

decrease, Table IV). Figure 4 shows EL images of a cell in
each module after the steel ball was dropped. Different
patterns of cell cracks were observed in both PV modules.
In the standard glass PV module, many fine cracks occurred
evenly, while some cracks occurred radially from the
dropping center as a starting point in the acrylic-film PV
module. From both the results in electrical properties and cell
cracks, it was proved that the acrylic-film PV module had
sufficient strength to pass the impact resistance test as did
the standard glass PV module, even though the cover sheet
of acrylic-film PV module was thinner. Moreover, it was
clarified that the acrylic-film PV module was slightly more
durable to impact than the standard glass module in terms of
electrical properties.

3.3 PID test of acrylic-film cover sheet PV module
The acrylic-film PV module was served in high temperature
and high negative bias. The results of current–voltage (I–V)
measurement are shown in Table V. The electrical properties
were not changed after this PID test in the acrylic-film PV
module, while those for the standard glass PV module
were significantly decreased. The maximum power output
of the standard glass module was only 2.1% of that before
testing (97.9% Pmax decrease). In particular, the degree
of depression in open circuit voltage (Voc) was larger than
that in short circuit current (Isc) indicating that the shunt
resistance was significantly decreased in the standard glass
module. EL images of the cell in both tested samples are

Table III. Ratio of electrical properties after long-term reliability tests to default in 4 cell acrylic-film PV mini module (unit: %). 4 cell PV mini modules
were examined in each test. Each value was measured using a 1-SUN solar simulator under standard test conditions simulated at 1000W/m2 irradiance, 25 °C
module temperature during measurement. The maximum and minimum values are indicated to the right side of the average value by two-line.

Test/parameters

Voc Isc Pmax Rs FF

Ave.
max

Ave.
max

Ave.
max

Ave.
max

Ave.
max

min min min min min

TC50 and HF10 99.7
99.8

99.4
99.6

101.0
110.3

108.6
114.1

101.9
110.3

99.6 99.3 91.8 103.2 91.8

TC200 99.7
99.7

99.3
99.5

98.9
98.9

99.7
100.0

99.9
99.9

99.7 99.2 98.9 99.5 99.9

DH1000 99.8
99.9

98.6
99.0

98.7
98.9

100.0
102.0

100.3
100.5

99.8 98.1 98.5 98.1 100.1

Table IV. Comparison of the electrical properties after impact resistance test to default in single cell module (unit: %). Single cell PV modules were
examined in this test. Each value was measured using a 1-SUN solar simulator under standard test conditions simulated at 1000W/m2 irradiance, 25 °C module
temperature during measurement. The maximum and minimum values are indicated to the right side of the average value by two-line.

Module/parameters

Voc Isc Pmax FF

Ave.
max

Ave.
max

Ave.
max

Ave.
max

min min min min

Glass cover sheet 99.3
99.5

99.4
99.6

94.8
95.2

96.1
97.0

98.8 98.9 94.2 95.2

Acrylic-film cover sheet 99.8
100.0

99.1
100.0

97.3
97.8

98.4
98.6

99.7 98.6 97.0 98.2

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (Color) EL images of a cell after steel ball dropping test.
(a) Standard glass PV module (3.2mmt tempered glass cover sheet and
0.3mmt PET/PVF back sheet). (b) Acrylic-film cover sheet PV module
(0.125mmt acrylic-film cover sheet and 1.6mmt glass/epoxy resin back
sheet).
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shown in Fig. 5. EL analysis also showed that a cell in
the acrylic-film PV module was not influenced much by the
PID test in 24 h [Fig. 5(e)], even though that of the standard
glass module already began to deteriorate on the whole cell
in 2 h [Fig. 5(b)]. In addition, we observed that the acrylic-
film PV module was not changed even after a 72 h PID test
[Fig. 5(f )]. In Fig. 6, the distribution of impurities on Si
cells measured by means of ToF-SIMS before and after the
PID test is shown. Na+ and its compounds were increased
through the 24 h PID test in the standard Si PV module. In the
standard Si PV module after the 24 h PID test, the secondary
Na+-related ion intensities in ToF-SIMS were increased
about 6-fold in Na+, 10-fold in Na2OH+, and 70-fold in
CO3Na3+ compared with the same modules before the PID
test [Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)]. On the other hand, the secondary
Na+-related ion intensities in ToF-SIMS were not observed
much in the acrylic-film PV module after a 48 h PID test
[Fig. 6(c)].

4. Discussion

When a 1.5mmt acrylic-sheet was used as both a cover sheet
and a back sheet, interconnections were distorted and cells
and interconnections were broken (Fig. 2), caused by the
stress generated from the expansion and shrinkage of the
acrylic-sheet when the temperature changed.17) The elastic
range would be larger if the CTE of the cover sheet or back
sheet materials was getting higher. The CTE of the acrylic-
sheet/film is about 70 ppm/K, while that of glass is about
10 ppm/K.18–21) The difference in CTE of exterior materials
resulted in the large difference in stress values applied to a
cell in simulation (Fig. 1). Although this problem could be
solved by reducing the CTE of exterior materials themselves,
lowering the stress value applied to a cell was achieved by
reducing the thickness of higher CTE materials [Fig. 1(b)].
Glass/epoxy resin was used as the stiff material for carrying
the whole module.

Table V. Ratio of electrical properties after PID test to default in single cell PV mini module (unit: %). In PID test, a single cell module covered with an
aluminum sheet was applied a negative bias of 1000V for 24 h at 85 °C. Single cell PV modules were examined in this test. Each value was measured using a
1-SUN solar simulator under standard test conditions simulated at 1000W/m2 irradiance, 25 °C module temperature during measurement. The maximum and
minimum values are indicated to the right side of the average value by two-line.

Module/parameters

Voc Isc Pmax FF

Ave.
max

Ave.
max

Ave.
max

Ave.
max

min min min min

Glass cover sheet 9.4
14.0

61.0
71.5

2.1
3.4

34.4
35.2

4.6 49.7 0.8 33.8

Acrylic-film cover sheet 100.1
100.1

99.5
99.6

99.7
99.9

100.1
100.2

100.0 99.5 99.5 100.0

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. (Color) EL images of a cell before and after PID test. Each module was applied a ¹1000V bias voltage at 85 °C. Upper stand: cell condition of
standard glass PV module (a) before, (b) after 2-h, and (c) after 24-h PID test. Lower stand: cell condition of the acrylic-film cover sheet PV module (d) before,
(e) after 24-h, and (f ) after 72-h PID test.
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In Table III, the acrylic-film cover sheet PV module had
passed the reliability tests concerning temperature changes
and humidity, which were based on IEC standard 61215. It
was suggested that the stress value applied to the cell during
the TC test was reduced from 299 to 69MPa using an acrylic-
film by simulation. The reduction of stress was also proved
from both the electrical properties, especially Isc and Pmax, and
EL analysis. Meanwhile, no oxidation of interconnections
or cells was observed in these tests judging from the series
resistance (Rs) or fill factor (FF) in spite of the higher water
vapor permeation of the plastic materials.22) The acrylic-film
cover sheet PV module had sufficient reliability to obtain IEC
certification in terms of durability to temperature changes and
humidity. For supplemental information, we have confirmed
the results of the TC50 and HF10 test and DH1000 test against
the larger acrylic-film module with the same composition
[42 cells (7 strings © 6 columns), 980 © 1180mm2, 5.6 kg
weight without frame]. It turned out that the maximum power
output of the acrylic-film module was kept at 97.2 and 96.2%
of that before testing in the TC50 and HF10 test and DH1000
test, respectively. Moreover, although there is concern about
pollution at the surface of the acrylic-film module assuming
actual use during outdoor exposure, it might be improved by
using a hydrophilic acrylic resin film as a cover sheet, spraying
an antifouling coating agent onto the surface and so on.

In the impact resistance test, it showed a slightly better
result in the acrylic-film module than in the standard glass
module. Bulky glass has usually been applied to the PV
cover sheet for protecting the cells, however, it was suggested
that a thinner cover sheet would also protect the PV module
from impact. In regard to the deformation of layers, a neutral
axis has been proposed, which has been defined in the
beam bending theory as the line in the cross section of
the system where the normal stress is zero.23,24) In that
theory, the mode of the stress in a layer was defined as
compressive when the layer was located above the neutral
axis, while it was defined as tensile stress when the layer
was located underneath the neutral axis. Although it has
not been pointed out that a cell was more durable against
the compressive stress than tensile stress, it was experimen-
tally observed that cell cracks tended to be fewer when a cell
was located above the neutral axis, that is, a cell received
compressive stress. Moreover, it was also proved that the
value of stress was related to the distance from the neutral
axis.25,26) Theoretically, in the acrylic-film module, a cell
was situated at 0.67mm above the neutral axis, while that
in the standard glass module was located at 1.82mm below
the neutral axis. Thus, a cell in the acrylic-film module
would receive less stress than one in the standard glass
module.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Na+

Na+

Na+

Na2OH+

Na2OH+

Na2OH+

CO3Na3
+

CO3Na3
+

CO3Na3
+

C2H3O+

C2H3O+

C2H3O+

Fig. 6. ToF-SIMS spectra from the positive ion depth profile of PV modules. (a) Standard glass PV module before PID test, (b) standard PV module after
24-h PID test, and (c) acrylic-film PV module after 48-h PID test. Arrows indicate signals for Na+-related ions. U means atomic mass unit.
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In the PID test, which was a similar method using an
aluminum sheet on the cover sheet,27–29) the acrylic-film
module was not damaged by the high temperature and high
negative bias from both the results of I–V measurement and
EL analysis. In contrast, the standard glass module was
obviously deteriorated from both results, electrical properties
and EL analysis, indicating that leakage current was
generated between the cell and cover sheet by the high
negative bias.27,30–32) The EL image of the standard glass
module obtained after 2 h in the PID test is shown in
Fig. 5(b), showing that the cell began to darken in this
module. Subsequently, the EL image of the standard glass
module was fully dark after 24 h owing to a significant
decrease of the electrical properties [Fig. 5(c)]. According to
the result of EL images in the PID test, it was proved that the
number of Na+ ions was increased on the surface of the
deteriorated Si cell from the result of ToF-SIMS analysis
(Fig. 6). The factors of the PID phenomenon that may lead to
significant performance losses have been discussed and it is
considered that trace element ions such as Na+ from soda-
lime glass and the encapsulant played a prominent role in the
conductivity of the leakage current pathway.33–36) From these
reports, it was considered that only a small amount of Na+-
related ions existed between the cell and cover sheet in the
acrylic-film module. Thus, it was proved that the acrylic-film
PV module had remarkable resistance for the PID test.

From our obtained results, it was proved that the acrylic-
film module had superior durability against every predictable
environmental change in the case of outdoor installation. In
addition, another durability, fire resistance, is required for the
acrylic-film module as a matter of course, because acrylic
materials are highly combustible. Therefore, we carried out
two fire resistance tests based on IEC61730, which were
the spread of flame test and burning brand test defined by the
UL 790 standard using the large-scale acrylic-film module
with the same composition [42 cells (7 strings © 6 columns),
980 © 1180mm2]. In the results, the acrylic-film module
passed both tests in Class C (data not shown). It was
anticipated that because the cover sheet of the acrylic-film
module was thinner, the amount of burning materials would
not be sufficient to keep the flame burning, resulting in
acceptable fire resistance. In the case of the actual large-scale
size module, the acrylic-film module would deform under load
because of its thinness and elasticity. To solve this issue, it
might be necessary for the acrylic-filmmodule to be reinforced
by the beam structure of the frame to the rear module.
All results considered, it is expected for the lighter weight
acrylic-film PV module to be used in the immediate future.

5. Conclusions

The lighter weight plastic PV module using acrylic-film as a
cover sheet was able to be fabricated by vacuum laminator
in existence, and its weight was reduced by up to 46% of
the standard glass cover sheet PV module. It satisfied the
IEC standard tests against thermal and humid resistance tests.
Moreover, it was clarified that the acrylic-film PV module
had sufficient impact resistance to pass the steel ball dropping
test. Besides, the electrical properties and cell condition of
the acrylic-film PV module were not changed in the PID test,
even though the standard glass cover sheet PV module was
seriously damaged in both. Since the acrylic-film also has

high weatherability, the lighter weight acrylic-PV module
would be helpful for further growth of c-Si PV modules.
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